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About This Game

Barrimean Jungle is a first-person game, which we prepared with the most exotic spices. You play for John, who has already
traveled to different corners of the world more than once. And now he's here in the Berryanean Jungle. This place is not on the
maps that we used to see. The main dish for you will be various puzzles: Move objects, complete tasks. Do not forget that every

step can be your last step. It will not always be easy to get somewhere. Of course, all this is flavored with thematic music,
especially for you play the aborigines. I THINK YOU KNOW THAT NOT ALWAYS TRUTH IS ON US BEFORE EYES.
The world is collapsing, and you need to jump into the abyss that jump out of the simulation. You will meet one shaman who

will help you throughout the game. We wish you taste the world of the jungle.

Features...

 Pleasant graphics in the style of Low Poly;

 Exclusive music, created by our best Composers;

 6 parts that have their tasks and discernible gamepley;
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Excellent game when you want to waste some time 11/10. I don´t know what to say, the game is a bad quality copy of TF2, with
broken weapons (OP Pistol and Rocket Launcher but the knife can´t kill someone unless they are literally touching you, holding
still) and maps that have been used with better graphics in every other game.

STILL,
I like how ''non professional'' this game is, I would say that is so bad that it's good, because you can sprint forever while shooting
without recoil, with an spray pattern that only goes upwards with every weapon. You can forget the strategy and tactics to shoot
like a maniac (because invisible rockets are deadlier than visible ones).

But in developement or not, the game doesn´t let you play in the Zombies Mode nor like the Medic Class, and you're unable to
crouch or prone, to grab weapons or to use the flashlight. It's frustrating that something horrible does its best to be worse.

And finally, in almost 1 hour of play I've just found 5 players, none from my country/region, and they thought mostly like
everyone ''this game is free trading cards, no more''.. I enjoyed this game.

I would compare it to pandemic or quarantine, but it is even a bit more difficult as you only have one group with your leader
that can do actions.

The key to this game seems to be food. If you have enough food, you can do practically anything, as it allows you to reroll as
many dice for 1 food.

Of course there is a lot of random dice rolls involved and RNG involved, especially for crisis' and during searches.

A tough game too, as it is possible to lose during the first turn or two, as you only have your leader, and 2 injuries per characted
is equivalent to death. Loss of leader means loss of game.

I've just beaten it for the first time and it was a great experience.. It`s an incredibly cool game with an amazing atmosphere! Of
course, these are several downsides like graphics of the 1990s and bad animation, but the game is so interesting that its
downsides can be ignored!. Seen my friend playing it, within minutes after him explaining what the game was I bought it. I
enjoyed every second I played of it. Really recommend playing it. Good work devs!. I like horizontal shooters, but I've never
really been a huge fan of how punishing the bullet-hell genre can be.

This game is a nice solution to that tiny problem. Easy mode would be perfect for younger kids, normal mode is a good
introduction to the game for the average player, and the higher unlockable difficulties are where the real challenge starts. If you
are a pro of this genre, it might be a little annoying to play through normal mode before you get to the hard stuff, but don't
worry, it's a fairly quick playthrough, and it's certainly entertaining in the mean time.

There is a nice variety of weapons, allowing you to choose whether you want hyper-focused high-damage attacks, spread-
attacks, or even homing shots. Weapon powerups are nicely spread throughout the level, and they can be hidden slightly off-
screen, requiring you to explore a bit once the levels open up.

The graphics are old-school and fantastically-done, and the music fits the game like a glove.

If you like the sidescrolling shooter genre (Raptor, Stargunner, Gradius, Radirgy, ThunderForce, etc), then you owe it to
yourself to pick this game up.. Bit stupid that the full game is like £1.60 just to get le dank memes from donald brump
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great video. Ahhhhhh a nice game of Tag You have Aids. how i loved this game, it annoyed my house mates in the 1990's when
the volume was high and all they could hear was PIKE MEN READY!!!

i bought it for a trip down memory lane and now i cannot stop humming the siege music

classic game, AI is flawed and castle sieges are a walk in the park, but how i loved this game, i slipped back into this game on
hard with no starting resources and it still rocks.
. Terrible graphics, not many options, just one line to run. Not good at all. A well done and engaging history of the video game
industry from it's dawn up to the crash in the early 80's. This movie brought back a flood of fond memories and taught me a few
things I did not know. Well worth the watch and I know I will watch this many more times.. P.O.S. I can't get any controllers to
work with it. Have an XBox gamepad, keyboard and mouse, Vive controllers, nothing works. Instructions please? Some kind of
Settings menu?. Decent game. Not the best though :/

Restart sales:
Hi! We decided to alive the project and start sales again.
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